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NTF^ODUCTION

A Illusdo Americana, the famous book published in Bra-

zil soon after the proclamation of the Republic, undoubtedly-

created a deep impression throughout the country. Its au-

thor, a young and ardent Monarchist, sought to combat to

the death, by any and all means, the system of government

which we had adopted, and which was nothing more nor less

than an intelligent an well wTOugth-out adaptation of the

political formulae which had largely contributed to the rapid

growth and antonishing prosperity of the United States of

America. He had gone even further; he had proposed to de-

monstrate that, in the great Republic of the North, the evils

and perils for other nations on the Continent resided fully

as much in the institutions themselves as in the men who

directed them; he had endeavored thus to incite the patriotic

sentiments of the Brazilians, by proclaiming that American

imperialism was far more pernicious and voracious than Eu-

ropean imperialism; and thus, in the somber colors which

factious passions always lend to all men, even to those who
seem to be most clear-headed and wellbalanced, he concluded

by foreseeing days of calamity and despair for the latin peoples,



who ^believed they had found in th€ Monroe Doctrine, and in

the glorious liberal traditions of the most powerful of the

American peoples, victorious and indestructable elements for

the security of their political autonomy and for the constantly

increasing consolidation of their public liberties.

Such a task was not difficult for the ardent monarchist

who had not submitted, as had nearly all his correligionaries,

to the accomplished fact of the overthrow of the Monarchy,

convinced as nearly all of them were that the Empire of Brazil

was synonymous with the Emperor, and that along with se-

nile decline of the latter the former had disappeared in the

midst of a social phenomenon, so inevitable and spontaneous

that the revolution was accomplished without the shedding

of a drop of blood.

Vast indeed is the bibliography oi' authors who in Europe

have busied themselves in combating the daily increasing and

preponderant influence of the fatherland of Washington in

world affairs. Sinoe the United States had forced themselves

upon the nations of the old world as a power of the first-

class, showing them at first that the weaker nations of the

two Americas were not in the same category as the Africans

and Asiatics as regards their colonial policies, and later dem-

onstrating that these European nations would not be per-

mitted to interfere in the destinies of this part of the civilized

world without the States being heard from, it was but natural

that, in order to weaken their constantly growing power, these

same European nations, on seeing the United States arise as

a dangerous rival, should strive to create for them a feeling

of antipathy and suspicion on the part of the other countries

of the same continent, in which they would always have

against themselves the feeling that they were the strongest

of all.

'It is but just to declare that this propaganda of the po-

liticians and public men of the Old World never succeeded

in making proselytes here. If the statesmen of the Empire,



because of questions Tiaving to do with dynastic interests, al-

ways showed a thoughtless reserve in striving lo promote a

policy of open alliance and frank fraternization with the admi-

nistrations of the Wnite House, nevertheless the Brazilian

people as such were never backward in showing their sym-

pathy towards the people of North America.

In truth, as we said in our book «Tratados de Commercio

do Brazil» (Commercial Treaties of Brazil), the United States

was the first nation to recognize our independence in 1823,

while even before, increasingly since 1787, they had encourag-

ed us by means of such words as those of Jefferson, to de-

clare ourselves an autonomous and sovereign nation; they had

helped us in a decisive moment with their moral backing,

prestiget and honored as they already were in the opinion of

the great powers. During, the long period in which the Em-
pire dominated here, only once were the kindly and reciprocal

relations of friendship between the two nations altered in the

least, and when the Republic was proclaimed, it was the

Washington Government which preceded all others in the rec-

ognition of the new order of things; not less precious to us

was the spontaneous and unselfish help which they gave us

when we sorely needed it in a trying moment of civil discord,

which threatened to terminate our political destinies on the

Continent.

The fact, however is that, notwithstanding all these elo-

quent historical witnesses, the book A lUusdo Americana pro-

duced a deep impression on public opinion in Brazil. Its aur-

thor, in order to croat-e unpopularity for the first republican

administrations, which had, against all djmastic prejudices,

endeavored to consolidate still more our friendly relations

with the United States, astutely made capital out of the libels

published by Europeon politicians, accusing the North Ameri-

can people of misinterpreting the Monroe Doctrine, and of

being interested only from a utilitarian stand-point, without

patriotic ideals, in and for the dollar. Tn his opinion, just
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as happened yesterday in Mexico, so to morrow Brazil and the

other South American nations would become victims of the

imperialistic ambitions so well symbolized in the eagle of the

yankee shield, which, though it had been a protector of the

weak when not very strong itself, had now, after having attain-

ed growth, closed up its Olympic wings that it might have

a part in the despoiling of the weak.

The proclamation of the Republic found the writer in the

very flower of his twenty years of age. and he here confesses

tliat he did not escape the malign influence of this fascina-

ting reading. The author of the Wusao Americana had shown

himself in this work so deeply inspired in patriotism, had had

So many apprehensions aroused as to the destinies of Brazil,

which he considered to be about to fall into dismemberment,

and he had so convinced himself as to the complete loss of that

national unity which had been the great foundation of all the

political greatness of the Continent, that not a few of his

readers forgot that he .himself was a monarchist, while they

themselves were being led to believe that, fully as much as

the German peril, in view of the concentration lof colonists in

tiie south, a new American peril now reared its head over

the fertile regions of the Amazon.

It took but a short time, however, for radical transform-

ation to come over the judgments of the writer, after he had

studied thoroughly the history of the various international

questions of Brazil and of the two Americas, and the intel-

lectual, relations which bind us to the North American

wTiters, who indeed are unfortunately but little known
amongst us. When as a journalist it became the wTiter's duty

to discuss the question of the Missoes of Amapa and especially

of the Acre, during a critical moment of the political life of the

Republic; and when later, as a member of Congress and Chair-

man of the Committee on Diplomacy in the House of Repre-

sentatives, charged with the analysis of diplomatic questions

of great import, the conviction became firmly rooted in his
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mind that our Brazilian statesmen had acted with consummate

skill, great wisdom and nobility of views, and political tact,

in striving to strengthen day by day our longstanding friend-

ship with the United States, thus making of that friendship

tne corner-stone of American liberties.

The theme which we endeavor to present in our book «0

Brazil perante a doutrina de Monrx)e» (Brazil and the Monroe

Doctrine) is a documentary exposition of the studies made in

our political history, and which forced upon us the conclusion

tnat the friendship which binds together the United States

and Brazil is precious indeed, and so far salutary, as the equi-

librium of the Continent and the peace and progress of all the

American republics depend upfon it. And today we can thu3

express ourselves without fear of suspicion or insinuation.

In view of our exceptional geographical situation, w^e now

constitute a nation well prepared advantageously to defend

our highest and best interests, economical and political, in

the family of nations Closed for ever as are all our frontier

questions by the immortal work of Rio Branco; endowed

with a rich and fertile soil as is our fatherland; enjoying to a

marked negree the advantages of modern westerns civilization,

as do our people; possessed of magnanimous civic sentiments,

and also counting upon the cooperation of the many foreigners

wh^ come to us, and who, by a sociological law applicable to

all recently formed nationalities, become as thoroughly attach-

ed to the soil as are the native-bom sons, we Brazilians

I'ced not fear that any foreign intervention will make itself

felt in our internal life, nor need we consider the material

assistance of any friendly nation at a time of possible external

complications.

We can thus speak without its appearing to be flattery ot

any nation which may deem itself stronger, nor a threat to any

nations which may really believe themselves weaker. We rep-

resent a nation which has come into its own consciousness,

v.hich recognizes its own value and its own high social duties.
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while at the same time it realizes its historical destiny on the

Continent.

In 1815, years before our independence from the mother

country, Alphonse Beauchamp wrote regarding our prjogress

as follows: «The Brazilian Empire appears to be marked out

some day to enjoy the highest destinies. Who can calculate

before hand to what lengths will this newly risen nation be

borne by its nascent energies? Brazil, as powerful as it is

magnificent, will follow and rapidly alter the growing

power of the United States. How rich strong and in-

vulnerable is this new country of the southern hemisphere!

How noble and independent is its destiny I Countless fleets

could not prevail against it; formidable armies would threaten

it in vain! All apparently indicates a growing prosperity lOf

long duration.*

However it may be, one thing is certain, and that is : as

Brazil and the United States are the only nations of th'^- Con-

tinent, which have not the same ethnic origin and which do

not speak a common language, it behooves them to cherish

increasingly this natural and spontaneous alliance, which fo.r

nearly a century now has been morally binding them together

as sister-nations, the two greatest powers of the New World,

and consequently the chief heralds, which they must never

cease to be, of peace, of order and of the political liberti^a

of all America.



CHAPTERJ

The Monroe Doctrine and the american peril

J. Ribet in his interesting book on the Transformatiom

of the Monroe Doctrine, exclaims: «Aft^r the phrase «Ameri-

ca for Americans», followed by the similar phrase «America

for the North Americans*, it will not be paradoxical to form

a new phrase «The World for the United States*.

In these successive formulae the French writer, doubtless

one of the most passionate adversaries of the great Republic

of our Continent, sought to demonstrate that the imperialistic

policyjof which the late administrations of the White House

are accused is nothing more than a natural development of

the principles'procIaimed~~by the immorta^ statesman James

Monroe, in his faffious^essage of 1823.

«There are those who claim», adds he, «that imperialism

marks the final outcome and destruction of the Monroe Do-

ctrine. M. Geouffre de Lapradelle, amongst others, has main-

tained that the Americans declare themselves traitors to Mon-

roe in their imperialism, but this opinion arises from the

confusion in which they persist, seeing only in the message

of 1823 one special theory — Americanism or Monroeism —
which such jurists have taken for their meditation.*.
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«They forget, however, that Monroe was not striving

to formulate an inflexible rule of law for the nations. His

doctrine, on the contrary, is the general expression of a phi-

losophic idea, the resum.^ of the aspirations of a race and

the guide of their destinies. By this doctrine one can as rea-

dily justify attack as defense in the name of the higher in-

terests of the American pe.ople and for the sake of this for-

midable principle : The ^tnited Staetes should become in-'

creasingly a powerful, nations

.

« Imperialism is not therefore inimical to the Monroe

Doctrine, rather it is a natural consequence thereof. With the

message of 1823 as its Gospel, and the doctrine of Emerson

as its breviary, the,United States embark upon the conquest

of the world.»

This is not an isolated opinion. What one European pub-<

licist says about the Monroe Doctrine and its influence in

the evolution of the American Uniou and the other Repub-

lics of the New World, is generally a resume of what all the

others say. Even more than by political rivalries these odious

prejudices are justified at the present moment by tbe eco-

nomic struggle between the markets of the two continents

separated by the Atlantic. It is indeed an ingenious pro-

cess which they use; that of maintaining before the other

countries of the Western Hemisphere, still very weak in in-

dustries and born from a different racial origin, that the

United States constitue a permanent peril to their territorial

integrity and political autonomy. If the nerve of commercial

transactions is credit, ond this reposes on a reciprocal con-

fidence between those who trade, then nothing is more na-

tural than that the European markets should continue to di-

rect the bulk of their exports to those countries in which

their great competitor in South America is showm always

under the alarming appearance of an insatiable conqueror.

The American peril is thus denounced by all these writers
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and thinkers of the Old World under two fearful forms : poli-

tical _and. moral imperialism, . and. ecQnomic imperialism.

Both are considered as having been rooted in the principle of

Monroe. «The influence of this doctrine, says Ribet, soon

spread with all its innovating force even into the remotest

corners of the vital organism of the United States: but

nowhere was its action so manifestly acute and penetrating

from the very beginning as on its economic side.». Galling to

mind the words of Sydney-Sherwood he further endeavors to

show that «Modern protectionism, that is, the restriction of

foreign competition and the encouragement of internal trade

as free as possible, has always been the policy of those who

in this century raised up empires*, and furthermore that

«this protectionism in large part is the work of americans,

its first expression being the policy begun by Alexander Ham-

ilton from the time of Washington. Inaugurating prote-

ctionism as the customs policy of the United States, he had

comprcihended perfectly that a country, still unorganized if

it wished to grow, must defend itself with high tarilf&-asainM

the competition of nations already organized.*.

Nor does this French writer stop here. Eel seeks to dem-

onstrate that, if Hamilton had as his ideal the protection

of his country as a mother protects her child in its first

vacillating steps in life, Monroe* contemplating his country

as already a vigorous adult; sought to strengthen it by caus-

ing it to adress Europe as a rival, inasmuch as «it was

the region of the world richest in coal and in ores, most

fertile in all kinds of food-stuffs, and capable of making the

bold Yankee say to the old-fashioned European: «I go to

your house because you need me, but yoa need not come to

mine for I do not need you».

He then describes the rapid and extraordinary progress

of the United States under its regime of protectionism, from

the time of its baptism of blood in the war between the
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States of the North and South until the famous Mc Kinley

bill, which gave to it its final and official affirmation by

openly proclaiming the expansionist policy of the Union,

and by giving their death-blow, by means of a monstrous

tariff, to a great number of important industries of Germany,

England and Franjoe. He shows how immigration is under-

stood in that extraordinary country, whose dominant insti-

tutions correspond so w^ell to the genius and the aspirations

of its first colonizers. The human ocean which has been

poured out there for nearly a century, including Italians,

Germans, Scandinavians, English, Bohemians. French and

others, has all been assimilated, to the point of their losing

their fatherland, habits, traditions and even race !

ThejClHnes_e, most dangerous of all these elements, con-

sidered a parasite, was soon brutally eliminated, for the

Yankee knows how to defend himself admirably ! Indigent

and infirm immigrants are no longer allowed to land, as

was the case with the Chinese, on its privileged soil 1 The

Monroe Doctrine, instead of being a defense for the weak,

became a shield for the strong I

After this tirade. Ribet closes his book in an effort

to refute the opinions of the German Professor. Hugo Mun-

sterberg, who, in one of his books, had maintained that the

Monroe Doctrine must perish for no nation can forever

live on a mere caprioe. «No, exclaims Ribet, the Monroe Do-

ctrine is not literally a caprice, as it is not a mere poten-

tiality; in it there exists the whole economic direction of

the country, affirmed by the incomparable results which it

has already produced. And, as to its spirit, this doctrine is

the Gospel which upholds energetically all the comtemporary

acts of the United States. It is the weapon of the North

Americans against Europe, a weapon which Europe does not

turn against them, so that they have thus been able with

safety to extend their power over all America and the
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Universe. Without the Monroe Doctrine, Pan-Americanism

and Ycmkee Imperialism would not exist; they are its

progeny !>

While thus passionately expressing himself^ this ardor-

ous French writer did not imagine probably that, pages

further on in this same book, he himself would justify not

as an inevitable consequence of the evolution of the Monroe

Doctrine, but as a result of the ideas in vogue amongst t-he

great powers of the contemporary world, this whole threat-

ening policy of protectJionism and economic expansion, of

which he so cruelly accuses the great North American nation.

« Since 1870, says he in the chapter to w^hich he gave the

curious title of Economic Technique of Imperalism, thQ

immigrant nations, which had been principally England in

the beginning and later Germany, have been greatly multi-

plied. Austria, Norway, Swieden, Italy^ France, Ch;Ina and

Japan began to send to these new lands great currents of

men and of capital. Centers of colonization were founded,

amongst others, by Germany in South America. Conquest

supplied beforehand, or, as in some cases, evien better, com.-

pleted the work of emigration.>

«Eiigland prepared a colonial empire of two or three

hundred millions scattered over all latitudes. Russia prolong-

ed its dominions to Siberia and the transcaucasian regions.

France went to Indo-China and to Madagascar. Germany

spread out over the seas of Oceania and through South

America. Italy strew corpses over the plains of Abissynia.

Japan struggled with Russia because of Korea.» And then he

adds: «It was only n. 1898 that the Unifted States decided to

no longer resist the current of expansion, whch w^as drawing

all the civilized peoples in its wake.»

If such be the case it is only withiiL the past few

years that the Government of Washington resolved to iniitate

the policy of expansion, already in practice on a large scale

and for many years by the great European powers, the most
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that they can be accused of is of having mistakenly aban-

doned the international policy which, for over a century,

had assured the greatness and the integrity of the North

American Union, and of not reacting against the influence of

the ideas of conquest and absorption already victorious in

the countries of the old world; but to attribute to a transform-

ation of the Monroe Doctrine an evil common to peoples

that had so strongly combated and repudiated it, is worse

than to persist in ignoring the laws of sociology and hisi^ory^

it is as if one strove to give the most absurd solutions to so-

cial problems whiob, indeed, as soon as enunciated, present

their own solution.



CHAPTER II

The economic imperialism of the United States

With much propriety and wisdom did George Weulerse

define imperialism as one of tbe great phenomena of our

times. «In its continuous action at all points of the globe,

said he, it is a policy that day by day, under our very eyes,

is modifying the map of the nations. British imp^rtalism

invades south Africa, pushes its way north and south, cros-

ses the continent from east to west, and dreams still of

constituting in the four corners of the earth the most para-

doxical of all eniipires. German imperalism not only opens to

German commerce and colonization vast domains, of most

diverse characters and at greatest distances, but even covets

a rich part of the Austrian succession. Russian imperialism

threatens all Asia; for a long time it weighed upon Turkey

and Persia, and advanced upon India; and now it seeks to

disrupt China, as it would have spread over Korea, had it

not beK?n met firmly by the recently-born Japanese im-

perialism.

It was thus natural that, from tlie_ylew-pQint of its po-

litical economy, the United States should seek to safeguard

its great interests in foreign markets and assure its own con-

2
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tinental stability, in as much as other powers were assuming

an aggressive attili53er~'exteridihg^3Mi? own domains and

Jaying hold otf important territories here and there in mid-

ocean, either because of their strategical pp:Sryon or for

their utility as oojaajjemal emporiums of the first order.

This has been, indeed, the chief concern of its statesmen

in all the international events, in which they have been in-

volved. In the cases of the Islands of Samoa!, Hawaii and the

Philippines, the Panama Canal, European intervention in the

Far East, the liberation of Cuba, and the much-discussed

Trust of the Seas, which was to monopolize all the maritime

companies of the Universe, the american statesmen were

accused of having embarked upon the perilous adventures of

that same imperialism which reigns without let or hindrance

in those very countries which dispute the title of the United

Stats to political supremacy in the new world.

This is the question reduced to its proper terms. Pan-

americanism, as defined by writers inimical to the United

States, (that is, as the political, economic and moral proUt-

ctorate of the yankees over all other American peoples), is

by no means a logical consequence of the Monroe doctrine;

nor indeed did there originate from this doictrine, by deduc-

tion in deduction, the imperialistic formula which may be

understood by some to hav-e been recently adopted by the

great Republic, and which differs in nothing from the policy,

long ago proclaimed and followed by the great powers of the

Old World.

For proof of these assertions it is but necessary to appeal

to the facts themselves, which have been used as a base libel

against the fatherland of Washington, for the purpose of

creating antipathy in the other nations of the continent. Lot

us begin with the case of Hawaii and Samda; the afore-men-

tioned Ribet writes as follows: «The annexation of the Ha-

waian Islands has no history. From time immemorial Ho-
nolulu had- been for the Americans what Nice and St. Raphael
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were for the spleen-afflicted French and English. From the

time wtoa -San Frandjsco^b.^^ th^ great ports of

the United States, all the toffic of__Ha5Laii passed through

its gates. From that time on all its commerce, even with

Europe, was carried on via Yankee-land, Japan alone was able

to attempt competition, but en a very small scale, for in 1886,

for example, out of a tota^ of transactions to the value of

$16,131,400.00, fully $14,979,400.00 were with the United

States. Thus Hawaii while having its most vital connections

with the American Republic, could only aspire to one thint?:

become as soon as possible an integral part of the American

Union. There thus arose a courteous struggle between the

islands on the one hand, ofXticii&-themselves, and the United

States on the other hand, . refiisifl'g. but Wilh constantly de-

creasing firmness in its r*^,fusal3. The United States early

consented to the free entrance into its ports of sugar from the

islands. Soon after came the public declaration that the

States would never consent to having the islands colonized

by any European power. A message of president Tyler, dated

december 30, 1842, confirming a note of Secretary of State

Webster, was very strong on this point; it declared that five-

sixths of the ships that visited the islands sailed from Ame-

rican ports, and therefore it was but natural that the

Washington Government should be on the lookout to ward off

any foreign intrusion in Hawaii. Another note, of June L3»

1843, insisted in the same language, affirming that the United

States would oppose even b> force the conquest of the ar-

chipelago by any European nation. Clayton in 1850, president

Filmore in his message of 1851, and Marcy in 1855 made

similar declarations, but never gave any indication of a pur-

pose to annex Hawaii; on July 5, 1868, Secretary of State

Seward made clear, on the contrary, that the spirit of the

American people, always inimical to colonial conquests, would

oppose t,aking possession of these islands. At that time, the

imperialistic formula had not been deduced from th« Monroe
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doctrine, Pan-Ameri"canism as it appeared in the message of

president Polk, was still in procescs of elaboration. It was

therefore necessary to delay, even though it be but for a

short time.

«In 1881 Blaine took up the question. In his opinion the

United States were deeply interested in any movement, dis-

cussion or negotiation, which might provoke to action any

foreign power m the islands. They could not forget that l!i9

Hawaian Islands were destined to become American in a not

distant future. A note of December 1, 1881 declared that the

islands could by no natural laws or political necessity become

part of an Asiatic system but only of an American. On this

basis, in the presidency of Mac Kinley, hesitation was no longer

possible; in ,1898 the islands were annexed, and since 1900

have been considered as territory of the American Union. ».,

Referring to the incorporation of the^Samoan Islands to

the American domain, the celebrated writer quoted above is

even more precise; in short and graceful sentences he ex-

plains: «The Samoan Islands, precisely like the Hawaians.

offered themselves to the United States many times, begin-

ning in 1860. On each one of these occasions the American

Consul in Apia did not fail to proclaim the protectorate of

his country over the Archipelago, only to have his acts disa-

vowed each time by hi« lipme government. iThe [United

States in this action did not show lack of interest in their

rights in Samoa, but were obliged to remain faithful to their

policy of non-colonization. Secretary of State Bayard wrote

to the Consul at Apia on February 27» 1886: «lf colonial ex-

pansion were the policy of the United States; our country

would have equal rights with England and Germany over

the Samoan Islands. » Furthermore, when, in order to ter-

minate a war of secession which was ruining the entire

archipelago; and especially was depopulating Upolu; the

Governments of London and Berlin thought to intervene;

the United States could not avoid being involved in the com-
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bined movement. They took part in the conference of 1889

in Berlin; at which the Islands were declared independent;

under the Jointjilol^ciiJrate of the three nations w^ho signed

the convention, England, Germany and the United States*.

«The SamOan Islands were living in peace under this

regime when, early in 1899, new troubles arose, in a conflict

between the partisans of tw^o rival chiefs, Tarm and Mataafa,

who were disputants for the succession of King Malietav,

deceased in 1898, England and the Unicle^. States supported

Tarm, and Germany ^fataafa. The latter resisted vigorously

and forced his conquered opponents to take refuge

on the British Cruiser Paprix. The English and Americans

then bombarded, from March 15th to April 1st, the positions

occupied by the victorious natives.

An Anglo-American detachment, on disembarking, tfell

into an ambush and was massacred. This was too much,

the diplomatic cabinets intervened, and plenipotentiaries de-

parted from London, Berlin and New York for the archi-

pelago, where they met in the form of a joint commission

and decided upon a dissolution of the protectorate. Three

treaties were signed by these delegates; the first, dated No-

vember 7, 1899, referred to the King of Greece the arbitra-

tion of what indemnities, should be paid to the Getman sub-

jects who had suffered loss by boonbardment; the other two,

dated November 8 and December 2 of the same year, gave

full possession of two of the islands to Germany, and the

others to the United States. Great Britain renounced all of

its rights over Samoa, but as compensation Germany ceded

to her that part of the Solomon Islands which were hers,

and all her rights over the Tonga Islands. The question of

Samoa w^as thus definitely settled by the sentence of King

Oscar in October 1902. ».

The logical deduction from all this, prejudiced as is the

writer Ribet against the United States, is clearly seen to
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be that> if the United States finally intervened in tlie ques-

tion of these archipelagos besieged as they were on HI sides

by the colonizing appetite of certain European countries, they

did not do so impelled by the imperialistic spirit of the

American people, which indeed had always been adverse,

from the very foundation of their political institutions, to

all adventures of conquest and absorption* but rather by the

very instinct of conservation, and that only after prolonged

resistance to such extremes the Washington Government,

conscious, of its grave responsabilitli-es for the maintain-

ance of ii/s polsition of prestige in the flamily of nations,

could not fold its arms and remain impassive before the

attitude assumed by the great powers who were striving

to break dtown inter-contimeai'tal equilibrium, by seiz-

ing stnategioi pointjsi of the first class in the Pacific, such as

they already had in the Atlantic, and thus to take up positions

in which they could t)e constantly fherealening the very po-

litical integrity of the American Union. Yankee Imperialism,

thus proclaimed from one day to another, must have profound-

ly irritated the autocratic governments across the sea. Tt

was an arm of defense against European imperialism, already

prepared for audacious blows in the Far East, and doubtless

later on in the more or less weak and poorly organized coun*

fries of South Amerl';a.

The acquisition of the Ehiilipiaes, decrerd in one of the

clauses of the Treaty of Paris, between the United States and

S»pain, at the \c\os>e of the raipid and bloody war for the liber-

ation off Cuba, was also a logical consequence of the situation

which world affairs bad created for the North American people

in the Far East,

No nation of the world, not ^vpn Russia nor England,

has larger or more valuable interests in»jChina. than the United

States. A dominating influence in the Pacific because of thsir

collgggj commerce and industries, inasmuch as only very re-

cently has Japan begun to compete, and as San Francisco is
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much nearer the great iion^iiimiig, centers of China and other

Asiatic countries than the ports of England, Germany, France

and Italy, it was but natural that the succeeding administra-

tions of the White House should begin to taka part in the

struggles and ambit'ons of the European powers at the Court

of Pekin. The appearance of this new participant before the

partition of China and its domains, the prospect of which had

for so long stirred up the appetites of Europe and had been

as often frustrated, very properly irritated the self-invited

fellowguests of the anticipated banquet, at which «uch appe-

tizing game should he servedvup, but which had never yet

come to a realization because of the inevitable dii»agreement

in the organization of the mend. This irritation of the Euro-

pean governments increased in 1900 when armed intervention

took place on the part of the great powers because of the

massacre of Christians in Chinese territory and the assaults

upon the Legations in Pekin. Whm the United States sent

its troops and war-vessels to Chinese waters, a formal de-

claration was made beforehand by its Government, to the

effect that under no circumstances would they take part in

any dismembernet of the great Asiatic empire, since become a

Republic. In official notes of tha 29th and 30t:i August of

that year the Washington administration publicly and posi-

tively declared its intentions. In the first one, these words

occur: <The Government of the United States received with

great pleasure the rfy'^crai3d declarition of Russia that it had

no purpose whatever of territorial ac-quisit^on in China, and

that, while acting in concert with the other powers, it sought

only to protect its Legation and to help the Chinese Gov-

ernment to put <khm disorder. The Government of the Unit-

ed States has always been moved in the past and will con-

tinue to be moved in the future by these same principles; and

the loyal declaration of Russia is in r.bsolute accord with va-

rious declarations mad^ to the United States by other nations.

Inasmuch as hl\ tne powers Lave affirmed that they have no
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wish for territorial aggrandizerrient in China, and having

attained the end they had in view, the liberation of their

Legations in Pekin, it should not be difficult by means of

joint negotiations to arrive at a friendly agreement with

China, by which all tho rights recognized by treaty to the va-

rious powers shall be confirmed for the future, an opei/door

be assured, the interests and property of foreign citizens be

guaranteed, and full repartion be made for all loss and damage

which they may have suffered.».

In the second note, dated August 30th, North American

diplomacy even more clearly outlined i\s thought. « The

purposes of the powers in China should be: to protect the

lives and property of all foreigners; to prevent the present

disorder from spreading to the other provinces, and

to .repress the same entirely; to seek a solution which

will assure the reign of permanent peace in China; to main-

tain its territorial integrity; to guarantee all the rights de-

creed in treaties or by international law to the powers; and

to safeguard the principle of liberty of commerce in all

points of the Chinese Empire.*

China thus became debtor chiefly to this energetic at-

titude of American diplomacy for its integrity, while at the

same time the United States assured its commercial supre-

macy in the Pacific, which had been greatly accentoated

during the Russo-Jpanese war.

However", the victory of Japan, which had as in a s n-

gle ni'glit appeared to claim its place of honor as one of the

great powers in the family of nations of the civilized world,

and the growing rivalries of the European countries in the

face of the astonishing competition of American proiujts

in the centers of consumption of t,he world, could not fail to

act as a salutary warning to the Washington administrations,

jealous as they had properly become of the ground already

won in the Asiatic markets for exportation of their indus-

trial and agricultural products.
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The purchase of the Philippinps thus brought to the

United States extraordinary advantages. Inhabited by four

diverse races, which lived in constant and sanguine intes-

tin^ discord, ill-cared-for during the domination of iSpain,

whose colonizing processes wer^ always belated and tyranni-

cal, these islands, as soon as they fell into the hands of the

Americains, were transformed within a few. months into an

excellent commercial emporium, as well as a magnificent

strategic point, while their inhabitants ent^i'ed at once upon

a political and administrative regime capable of guaran-

teeing them lasting and fertile tranquility.

Finally, not to mention th^e great stir made about the

frustrated « trust of the se^i », another of the audacious plans

proposed by Pierpont Morgan, with the daring purpose of

consolidating once for all the maritime commerce of his

country, the case of tU^^greatj^aaal* which connects the Atlan-

tic and the Pacific between the two Americas, has alw?^y.s

been one Of the night-mares most persistently exploited in

connection with the economic imperialism of the United

State,s.

Indeed the magnificent dream of Bolivar, to make the

CanaLai-JEanama the exclusive property and a i>erpetual

pledge of the brotherhood of the American peoples, had re-

vealed as early as 1825 to the practical genius of the Yankees

the great economic and political advantages whidh v/ould

accrue to the United States if some day the opening of the

canal could be made a reality. This idea came to be the ab-

sorbing preoccupation of the North American statesmen in

successive generations, as soon as Holland, first, and En-

gland and even France began to make trial of every resource

to bring about this daring project, wghich would give such

great vantage ground to their foreign policies.

The diplomatic campaign which was w-aged about this

important subject, one of most delicate and involved ever

rejgistered in the annals of the civilized world, made most
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foH^and from this to the final settlement of the question In

the Roosevelt administration,! of puirpose, the clear-

sighted vision and the unwearyjng tact of the men who
havtei had under their responsability and vigilance the great

destinies of the Republic. Once again the Monroe Doctrine

trimphed. The key to inter-oceanic navigation did not came

into the possession, as seemed inevitable on more than one

occasion, of any one of the European powers, which indeed

have not yet become reconciled to their failure to find on

this side of the ocean, with the facility which they had

always imagined, fertile and precious lands for their exploita-

tion, such as they had found in the Dark Continent. And if

the Pacific shall not become, to use the phrase of the above-

quoted writer, an American lake, because it will always have

Japan in its bosom to disturb its placid waters, America will

at least never have to pay tribute to any European flag when
it wishes to cross its own lands to navigate the waters whicti

constitute, in deed and by right, its most precious and glorioas

patrimony.



CHAPTER III

Political and moral imperialism in the United

States

The marquis de Barral, no less bitter in his attitude toward

the North Americans than Ribet, in his recent book Frojn

Monroe to Roosevelt, in treating of the development of political

imperialism in the United States, divides it into three succes-

sive periods, which he terms: the phase of invaswn, the

phase of aggression, and the wQrld phase.

The author oi the Tramformation of the Monroe Doctrine

was not so daring in his analysis. He satisfied himself with

denouncing the great ReprJblic for thrusting itself forward,

when scarcely out of its long-honored isolation, as participant

in world-affairs, beginning with the Hague Conference of

1899.

«The United States, says he, in following out its destiny

has certainly been favored by lucky stars. In the history of

nations there is probably no other instance of a people who,

on suddenly appearing from out the shadows of its isolation,

has been able, in oonsequecce of a chain of fortuitous cir-

cumstances, to take such a large place on the world's stage

and see the essential and fundamental elements of its dearest

aspirations so rapidly achieve an assured success.*
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of the dangerous intrusion of the White House administra-

tions in international affairs, especially in relation to the Old

World, the attitude assumed by the North American delegates

in that famous council, convened by the Czar of Russia. He

then strives to show how American politics, which might pos-

sibly have an apparently justifiable interest in the questions

dealing with the Far East, sought further hy all the means

in its power to find a pretest for intervening in Turkey and

Roumania, and did so in a most brutal and noisome way,

taking advantage of religious persecutions in order to

arrogantly giv-e the impression to the European powera

that, on the banks of the Bosphorus, the American nation

was not embarassed by any ties with those who proclaimed

their exclusive right of aclion, but was really above takmg

any interest in the East-ern question, in as much as it consid-

ered itself superior to all Europe itself. And finally, while

sm^erely attacking the attitude of the Washington Gov-

ernment because of its protest against the massacres of

Jews in Kichineff, and praising the noble energy of Russia in

repelling this attempt at intervention in its internal politics,

and while at tho same time sharply condemning the barbarity

of lynchings in North Amerieai, he affirms that the conduct

of Ex-President Roos-evelt in this affair will always remain

as a remarkable symptom of the political and moral impe-

rialism of a nation which., while jealou3'y reserving for

itself an entire continent, stilly pretends to intervene in the

domestic affairs of other nations whose citizens it aims to

di!Jifijtwax_?rornjt^
'

'

The Marquis de Barral is more profound and minute

in his observations. He analyses the political imperialism of

the United States as a kind of morbid predisposition of its

national organi?m, growin|:c slowly but sur^^Iy from the very

first years of its foudation as an independent nation. For

him the supreme ambition of American statesmen is to make
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of aU Amerifia-^BC lia^ion, and secure its domination of the

\\liale^ world.

The aimexatioii of J^exas by the United States was, in the

opinion of this author, the first step in what he chooses to

call the 2^hxise of invasion of their nascent imperialism. But

he himself describes how, after much relutance and only

because of the imminent peril of this important territory of

the continent falling into the possession of Englad, France

or Holland, the authorities of the United States finally de-

cided to yield to the reiterated solicitations of the inhabi-

tants, anxious as they themselves were to be saved from Hio

long and bloody period of wars and civil discord in which

they had been struggling for over thirty y^^ars.

In truth, Texas, after freeing itself from the ycke of

Spain in 1812, had never had an instant of peace and tran-

quility, but had striven from that time on, either to live as

an independent slate, to unite wuth Mexico, or to join in

with the United States. These last, however, had always re-

fused to accept proposals of this kind, and when in 1816 the

North American General Mac Gregor, on his ow^n initiative,

invaded the State of Texas, at that time suffering under the

most egregious tyranny, and tried to deliver it over fo the

American Governement, the Washington administration se-

verely censured his conduct and annulled all the precip'tate

and thoughtless acts which he had practiced. Later on,

though having already purcased Luizianar from France and

Florida from Spain, the United States would not listen to

thVproposa]3~of Texas, which had ^mt emerged from a vic-

torious war with Mexico.

In 1840, however, the situation of this unhappy state

had reached the dark phase of political dissolution. Several

of the European powers, in view of the attitude taken by

tiie American Governemenlt, revealed ii.heir intention^ of

eventually making of Texas, with its admirable position on

the Gulf of Mexico, a colonial outpost, which revelaiions
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finally led Presiden^JTyJfii:, jon' ipril 12, 1844, to sign the

treaty which annexed Texas to the domain of the United

States; this treaty, however, because of the hostile attitude

of the Senate, was only definitely concluded between the

two countries a year later.

,)^ Yii^atan^3_Mexican jQT^^ which had been a victim

f crijel anarchy for many years7 appealed several times» in

Tt^^much the same way as Texas, to the United States, and also

^^V^\"io Enigland and Spain, pleading for an energetic interven-

tion that would sav,e her from the critical situation jn

which she found herself before the government of Mexico,

impotent to guarantee her civil liberties according to the

constitution.

Mexican public opinion, however, was already highly;

excited over the incorporation of Texas, and war seerand

inevitable between the two neighboring republics. If the

United Stafe in this emergency had acceded to the appeal

of the province of Yucatan, torn as it was by such grave in-

testinal discord, not only would Mexico have been fully jus-

tified in opening hostilities, but such an act would have

alarmed all the other nations of Central and South America.

«The province of Yucatan, says a well-informed writer,

situated in Central America, did not constitute, as in the

case of Texas, contiguous territory to the North American

domain, and furthermore, in the case of Yucatan the Ameri-

can Government would not have the same excuse as it had

in regard to Texas, for the appeal of the latter came as from

an independent state, and consequently master of its own
destinies, free to deliver over its sovereignty to another state,

if it so wished. The former region had never made a declara-

tion of its independence, and it was, officially at least, a

simple province of Mexico. To take possession of it would be

to practice an act of direct conquest.*

Even so however, it was not long before war between

the United States and Mexico, still unreconciled to the loss
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of Texas, was declared. Mexican armies invaded the great

Republic, which in turn blockaded and even^ took possession

of several important ports of the enemy's territory. The

struggl-e became fierce and bloody. For three years Mexico

endeavored to resist valiently the constantly increasing and

victorious forces of the North American Union, but finally

she was forced to accept peace, according to the Guadalupe-

Hidalgo treaty, which ceded to the United States the pro-

vinces of Low^r California and New Mexico.
,

Yucatan, irTthe mean time, continued under its primitive

conquerors. Historical and geographical reasons had not

brought about, as was the case in the above-mentioned Mexi-

can ex-provinces, its natural incorporation into the terri-

tory of the North American Union. The recent treaty of

peace had doubtless accentuated in a most decisive way the

American frontier on the continent, but, even so, if the

Monroe Doctrine on the one hand would not permit so im-

portant a region to suddenly become a possession of any Eu-

ropean power, no more would it justify its becoming part

and parcel of the territory of the United States, with which

indeed it had no ethical or political affinities, nor was it

even contiguous territory.

In their analysis of the Guadalupe-Hidalgo/ treaty and

of the Mexican-American war itself, European authors who
have written upon the subject have been too severe in their

strictures upon the White House administration. It should

be borne in mind that, from 1845 to 1848, when these events

were transpiring, the situation of the United States, if not

as precarious and dark as that of its southern neighbor,

could not however be considered as flattering and tranquil.

The French expedition to Mexico coincided with the Ameri-

can War of Secession. While the imperialism of the Old

World thought to take advantage of the bloodthirsty anar-

chy then reigning in Mexico to implant a new Empire and
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by this means extend its conquests north and south, the

United States, while thi'<?atened at the same time by its ap-

parency imminent partition, felt keenly the blow aimed at

it in the Oregon question with England, and in this dire

contingency realized, through attempts made here and there

in both Americas to demoralize and w^eaken the prnciples of

Monroe, uf how great value these same principles were for the

maintainance of the integrity and autonomy of the nations

of the New World.

In describing the tremendous difficulties before the

White House Government at this time, one of the French

writers frequently quoted here thus grievously betrays his

owTi position: «Never did Europe, says he, show greater

acrimony in its relations with the New World, and never

did it give evidence of more subtlety in prying into the inter-

nal affairs of the American Republics, than from the verj^

moment when it became evident that the principal cham-

pion of the autonomy of the two Americas and of the prin-

ciple of European non-intervention would find it impossible

to reinforce its protests by the use of armed force. All the

cannon of the United States were engaged in the fratricidal

struggle which was drenching the soil with blood; how then

could some of them be withdrawn for the purpose of pre-

venting, for instance, the combined fleets of England, Fran-

co and Spain from taking possession of the chief ports of

Mexico? Exactly this thing happened at the moment when

hostilities opened between slave-holders and abolitionists in

the Disunited States of America.'^

Then he adds, in an effort to emphatically justify the

joint action of the European powders in American affairs:

«The incredible, anarchy in W'hich Mexico had been sub-

merged ever since its independence, the assa-ssinations of for-

eigners and native residents, the pillage and sacking of prop-

erty belonging to Europeans, the systematic refusals to grant
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indemnities, or once granted, the constant subterfuges resorted

to in order to avoid payment, the failure ,on the part of Pre-

sident Juarez to fulfill the financial obligations assumed by,

liis pr^ecessor and rival, Miramon, in fayor of Jeeke, a Swiss

naturalized French citizen; in short, eveything that we have

recently seen in Venezuela, constituted the more than justified

complaints of various European nations, especially England,

Spain and France.

«0f these three the last-named insisted upon exactions ol

less importance as to their gravity, but at the same t»me less

open to discussion, and yet had become most involved in the

struggle, until she finally was left isolated to maintain her

pretensions. She had as sovereign a dreamer, of conceptions

more magnificent and chimerical than practical; Napoleon

Ibought to set against the rising supremacy of the Anglo-

Saxon race., both in America and in Europe, a formidable alli-

ance of the Latin peoples. And besides this he began to feel

the necessity of organizing an expedition to distract attention

from his plans in regard to internal politics, for France had

become habituated to the constant victories of her arms on

the battle-fields of the Crimea and of Italy, and began to be-

lieve that nothing was impossible that she wished to accom-

plish .

The same writer continues his efforts to justify the am-
bitions of the various European governments, especially that

of his own country France: «In the beginning the expedition to

Mexico had no purpose of intervening politically, nor of im-

posing by brute force any constitutional modifications in that

country. Spain, France and Italy were simply creditors, who
had lost cheii' patience and demanded for their resident ci-

tizens financial indemnities to cover damages in the past and

effective guaranties for the future It was with this program

in view that the three powers united in the treaty of

October 31st, 1861 and invited the United States to formulate

similar exactions.

r
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«.In the preamble to this convention the high contracting

pai'ties toiok care to make exposition of their motives and of

the purpose of their intervention. They affirmed their desin-

torestedness, and solemnly agreed not to attempt any acqui-

sition whatever of territory, and not to exercise any influence

whatever that would affect the independences and autonomy

of Mexico. What was not written in the treaty, but was ex-

pressed confidentially in the interchange ,of opinions and

views upon the subject, was that the parties were all con-

vinced that Mexico, so profoundly disturbed in its internal

regime, could never be permanently and effectually pacified

except by an authority of greater firmness and more stable

power than that of the various Presidents v.'ho wore deposed

at such frequent intervals. And therefore, it would be with

the utmost pleasure that they, the high contracting parties,

^ould see Mexico adopt a monarchical constitution, and

accept as sovereign a prince pf one of the royal families of the

Old World 1 The candidate had even been designated in advan-

ce, the Archduke Maximilian of Austria* brother of the Em-
peror Francis Joseph! Thus would France heal the wounds of

her war with Italy, and would be pardoned for her compla-

cency toward Victor Emmanuel, by helping elevate to a new

tlirone a Habsburg prince.

«Though England looked with but scant favor uoon these

plans of Napoleon, yet she declared that, if the Mexicans

(Sliould applaud the choice of this pirince, she would give her

approval to the realization of the project. This condescension

on the part of England was attributed to the fact that the wife

of the royal candidate was first-CfOusin to the Prince Consort,

daughter of Leopold I, of Belgium, w^ho was thought to exer-

cii*e great influence over the spirit of Queen Victoria.

«So far as Spain was concerned, she had no prince to

propose, inasmuch as the crown had passed from Ferdinand

VII to Isabella, who had only one son. She would thus feei
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compensated by having called to the new throne in America

one of the descendents of her illustrious Carlos V.

«It was not long, therefore, before the fleet of the Tri-

ple Alliance, laden with numerous troops, set out for Mexico

and anchored off Vera Cruz. This fleet w^as commanded by

the Spanish General Prim, and at sight of it President

Juarez immediately offered to pay all the indemnities which

were exacted, and to give surety that his promises would be

faithfully executed. Spain and England declared themselves

satisfied at this solution, and signed the treaty of Soledade,

on February 19th, 1862; but the French plenipotentiary

refused to sign the treaty, and demanded that, besides the

indemnities exacted, Juarez should further pay the debt to

Jecker incurred hy the rebel chief Mivamon, his recently

defeated rival. Juarez refused, whereupon the French Em-
peror, who only awaited some pretext for action, ordered his

forces to open hostilities against the Mexican President.

«A corps of the French army landed at Vera Cruz under

the command of General Forcy. The expedition began with

a repulse at Puebla, which served to stimulate the patriotism

of its citizens to a resistance which lasted more than a year,

but finally, on May 18th, 1863, Puebla capitulated, Juarez fled

to the north, where he tried to organize a new resistance, and

on June 3rd the French troops made their triumphant entry

into Mexico.

^General Forr^y, having fallen ill, had delivered the com-

mand of his troops to Bazaine, who thereupon convoked a

Constituent Assembly which decreed that thereafter Mexico

should be a Constitutional Empire, the crown being offered

to the candidate of Napoleon, the Archduke Maximilian. The

newly elected Emperor hesitated to assume the post which

had been offered him, foreseeing apparently the tragic destiny

which it reserved for him. And only after a plebiscite, made

though it was under pressure of the French army, gave valid-
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decide to accept.

«The rest is familiar history. I^o sooner had he landed

at Vera Cruz in May 1864 than he saw his error; instead of a

sovereign, he found he was nothing more than the head of

a political faction, a simples Miramon. Juarez was master of

the interior country, and by means of constant guerrilla

warfare he scattered the adherents of the new regime. Maxi-

milian could not subsist without the uninterrupted support

of Napoleon's forces, and his common sense showed him his

constan't peril. Unfortunately, imprudent counsellors exercised

too great an influence over his spirit, and led him to resolve

to go on with his perilous mission to the end.».

Well might the illustrious French writer have wished to

terminate his exceedingly partisan narrative at this point, but

his sense of historical justice seems to have outweighed in

his conscience the patriotic pleadings of his heart, and he

did not resist making this final confession: «It is true that,

during this period, the Washington Government showed

clearly its keen regret at not being able to offer resistance,

except by diplomatic protest, to the events which were

transpiring in Mexico, and which constituted so humiliating

a reply from Europe to the message of 1823. But it is only

proper to render justice to the United States by stating that,

even in the midst of their Civil War, and notwithstanding the

embarrasments which the war caused, not for one instant

was their program renounced, nor their principles aban-

doned.

«To the invitation of the powers to join them and force

Mexico to pay, her debts, the United States replied by offer-

ing pecuniary assistance to the Government of Juarez. To--

the French invasion they opposed a formal and energetic

protest. To the election of Maximilian they replied refusing

to recognize its fragjlj royalty. Meantime the struggle con-

I
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tinued between the partizans of Maximilian and those

of Juarez. Once the young Emperor had decided to

conquer by armed force the crown which he had fo longingly

desired to receive as the unanimous choice of the people, he

threw himself into the strife with peal fury. In an evil hour

he accepted the counsels of those who suggested that he put

an end to the res-istance of his adversaries by spreading ter-

ror in their midst, and issued the famous decree which for-

bade his troops to take prisoners, »js a result of which fatal

order two of the republican chieftans, Artaga and Salezar,

were soon afterward executed.

«The indignation provoked by these executions was in-

tense both in Europe and in America. The United States,

which had just acquired anew the right to make its voice

heard, through the cessation otf its Civil War, took advantage

of the opportunity to invite the French Government to with-

draw its troops from Mexico. The Washington fiabinet placed

before the Emperor Napoleon the dilemma, which was des-

cribed by more than one speaker in Congress in the cele-

brated cry: «Withdratvor^EiglLt:»J The impression produced

was that any further prolongation of French occupancy would

imply a declaration of war from the United State? Would

it be prudent for the Emperor of France to embark upon a

new venture ? Would it be an act of wisdom to mobilize large

naval forces and send across the ocean new contingents from

the army ?

«Following upon the futility of m understanding with

Auistria there had come both a new alliance with Italy and

dipMmatic courtesie?. with Prussia. Napoleon no longer had

the same interest of three years before in making sacrifices

fol conserve the crown of M'exico upon the head of an Ar-

chduke of Austria. Tn vain, therefore, the unhappy Maximi-

lian sent the Empre^^s Charlotte to Europe to plead for support

with the French sovereign and other monarchs. The Imperial
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troops were withdrawn fron Mexico, while at the same time

Napoleon sought to win the good-will of the United States in

favor of Maximilian, by permitting Nicaragua to declare null

and Yord the concei-sion granted to the Frenchman Bally for

the construction of an inter-oceanic canal, and also to re-

nounce the treaty by which ihe policing of the same canal

had been granted to France.

«A1I this proved to be in vain. The American G'overn-

meint continued firm in its hostility to the new Mexican Em.-

pire. Its end was inevitable, and Maximilian, abandoned to

himself, was taken prisoner in Queretand, and executed on

June 19th, 1867. The Monroe Doctrine bad' triumphed !»

In tiuth the tragedy, in which the lunhappy Austrian Arch-

duke had been the chief lactor, must have prdfoundly im-

pressed the- old dynasties of Europe. The fall of the Mexican

throne did not raise the United State? again to its- feet, in

order to impose upon all the free republics of Ameriica its ar-

rogant superiority, as the French writer whom we have so

largely quoted would have his readers believe; on the con-

i^ar>^ all the nation? of the continent could thereafter be

better assured of their autonomy, because of this gracious

doctrine, under whose protecting wings, from the very cradle

of their political institutions, they could nduri^h their na-sc^nt

liberties.

And as to Mexico, to-day as fornierly, the attitude of

American politics tjSfi hot fail 16 be that of constant and

cautious vigilance over her destinies. Oncie each distracted

by most cruel civil discord, exposed to all sorts of public

calamity, she constitute? a- neighbol' whose destiny must of

necessity closely affect the Fatherland of Washington. The

American Peril, which so keenly worries Europe, is no lesi^

troublesome to the old world than The Yellow Peril of JapaiP

to the Americans, and even though the politic^al integrity of

the Mexican nation must always he sacred to the United
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State*, still the right can not be denied her of trying ta

always have in Mexico friendly administrations, the right to

be always on guard lest the hidden enemy which has alrea<Jy

endeavored to slyly implant itself in her own midst, be not

allowed to establish in neighboring territory a powerful base

of military operations.





CHAPTER IV

The World Phase

As has been seen in former chapters, the French writer

Barral pictures the United States as striving, during the

invasion period of its imperialism, to extend its frontiers and

assure its continental stability in such a way as to rise to

the level of the great powers of Europe; in the aggressive

phase he describes the States as striving to lay handsjby^

brute force upon Cuba, Porto Rico and the neighboring

islands, and thus become rulers once for all of the Ameri-

can Mediterranean, and of the future road to the Pacific;

in order that finally, in the icorld phase, they might extend

their conquests to other parts of the globe and assume the

ostensible tutelage of all the other peoples of the two

Americas.

Indeed, from the time that the North Americans. 'at the ^
beginning of the last century, bought Luiziana from France,

and later on acquired Florida, thus extending their territory

to the Antilles and the Caribbean Sea, the far-seeing eyes of

Jeffersoi) had perceived the future position of his

country in relation to the nations of the Old World, and
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in a letter written to Monroe in 1823 he penned these words:

4:We have very few possibilities of collision with Europe,

and these can with prudence be adjusted. As to the sister

nations of the continent, no one of them is yet at an age to

go to war with us, and the European possessions in the two

Americas are gradually emancipating themselves, so that we

shall soon bei freed from bad neighbors. Only Cuba will

remain, and she offers but little danger. If, howev-er, England

take possession of her, it would be a great calamity. So, if

it were possible for us to guarantee her autonomy as regards

all other nations except Spain, she would become as if she

w^ere our own.»

To those words Adams added the following: «Therc are

laws of political gravitation, similar to those of physical

gravitation; and, just as an apple, loosened from the tree by

a tempest, falls inevitably to the ground because of the law

of gravitation, so Cuba, once shaken loose from Spain, will

be incapable of maintaining itself, and will gravitatie

necessarily to the North American Union, which according

to the same law of nature will not be able to repel it.»

At that time the North American government tried in

vain to buy from the Spaniards this «Pearl of the Antilles*,

but as the latter saw their vast possessions in America daily

diminishing by the formation of the new Spanish American

republics, they refused the most tempting offers of this kind,

while indeed behind the scenes at the Court of Madrid other

and varied ambitions were being voraciously set in motion for

hidden purposes.

Convinced of the futility of thus being able to satisfy

their desires, North American statesmen then began efforts

to prevent Cuba from passing into stronger 4t€tHdsJJian those

of her primitive colonizers. They formally refused the joint

proposal of Great Britain and France, that they three

establish a protectorate over the much sought-for prey, in

order naturally to later on divide it up amongst themselves
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in equal parts. They urged again upon the Spanish Court

their offer of one hundred and twenty million francs for the

island, and after another solemn refusal, then began to use

the time honored process of Britannic imperialism, that of

getting possession little by litt le of_Cuban .jnarkat^, .with a

view to encourage the revolutionary instinct? of the native

people against the mother country.

The results of this tenacious and systematic propaganda

were magnificent. In 1845. to make use of the caustic phrase

of Benoit, «Cuba was already dependent upon American

capitab. The first symptoms of a struggle for autonomy,

which had been easily suppressed in 1835, became more

strongly accentuated in 1860, wh-en the revolutionary

movement was openly and decisively undertaken by Calixto

Garcia, Maximo Gomes and Antonio Macep. The sinews of

war, as represented by the allmighty doll'^.r, were never

lacking thereafter to the insurrectionists, and the cause of

Cuba Libre began to provoke from day to day and even from

hour to hour the most vivid sympathy in North American

public opinion, which doubtless had been at first against the

campaign for separation from Spain, because at that time

British influ-once still weighed heavily in the destinies of

Cuba, and in view of the imminence of its passing from the

possession of Spain to that of Great Britain, it w^as felt to be

preferable that it should remain under '.the dominion of

Castillians who, much the same as their brethren, the

Portuguese, w^ere always recognizea as a people of Conquerors

easily conquered.

In 1868, how^ever, when the Ten Year War broke out.

North American preponderance was already established over

the most beautiful of all the Antilles. Neithier France, which,

be it said in passing, never had been a good colonizer, nor

England, which had not as yet encountered in Germany its

dangerous rival of today, could longer make a respectable

showing in competition, notwithstanding the important
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colonial establishements maintained by each in neighboring

islands. And if some day the government of Madrid should

lose its outpost in Havana, and Cuba should not be able to

gov-ern itself, what could hinder the apple of Adams from

eventually falling into North American territory ? And, as

between the two dominations, why should not Cuba choose

the self-government offered by the White House 'to the

atrophying centralization of ih-e Spanish monarchy ?

Indeed, the brutal and cruel repression, exercised by the

Spaniards against the chimerical revolutionary movements of

the island, had created a most profound hatred between the

natives and their oppressors. The revolution of 1868 had

broken out with unexpected violence; from many cities of

the United States powerful aid began to come to the

insurrectionary bands, and filibustering expeditions were

openly organized on American soil. The federal and the state

governments closed their eyes to this abnormal state of

affairs, and in Congress motions of sympathy with the Cubans

in arms w^ere passed by both houses, while in the very

Presidential messages phrases appeared which did not even

feign to hide the pronounced sentiments of both people and

authorities favorable to the struggling insurrectionists.

The Madrid Foreign Office simulated satisfaction with

the formal refusal on the part of the White House to recognize

the belligerency of the Cubans, although tacitly their

belligerancy had been more than recognized, for revolutionary

expeditions never ceased to be organized on American soil

till the day of the final defeat of the Cuban troops in 1878.

Spain should have well understood that this victory of

her arms was but ephemeral. One year before the final

suppression of the insurrection. President .Johnson,

paraphrasing the prophetic words of Adams, had said that

just as the West Indies gravitated naturally towards the

Continental States, which would eventually absorb them, so

it would be an act of prudence on the part, of the North
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American people to refraim from attempting any solution of

the probl-em of Cuba, and rather leave it to finally obey those

same laws of gravitation.

Furthermore, the bloody vengeance wreaked upon the

insurrectionists^by the^Spanish^gpvernment. and its natural

hatred towards the United States, whose designs it so w^ell

recognized, only tended to facilitate the increasing intimacy,

so fully justified, between Cubans and North Americans. The

summary execution of the members of a filibustering

expedition sailing under the stars and stripes, and imprisoned

by a Spanish frigate, excited to an extraordinary degree the

whole American people, and the Washington Government

demanded full satisfaction for the execution of ten Cubans

and twenty seven North Americans, who had been the victims

of this atrocious affair.

Referring to the peace thus re-established in Cuba, the

Marquez de Barral, already quoted as favorable to the

Spanish people in his judgments, thus expresses himself:

«The Treaty of Zangon placed affairs once more on the same
place as before the suppressed insurrection. The concessions

made by Spain were in fact nothing more nor less than those

promised by Canovas del Castillo in 1865, and which Porto

Rico had obtained in 1869 without any revolt or commotion
of any kind. They amounted, in a word, to self-government

under the sovereignty of Spain, full amnesty and a forgetting

of ail that had recently occurred. But alas, it was also, let us

frankly confess it, the same system of semi-concessions

inaugurated ten years before, self-government more in

appearance than in reality, a blind obstinacy on the part of

Spain in refusing to abandon completely its old conception

of a colonial regime, which consisted in being unwilling to

see in the colonies anything except serfs, to be exploited in

such a way as to secure from them the largest possible

pecuniary returns. It became therefore not a permanent

pacification, but rather an armistice.*
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When the Cabinet at Madrid finally resolved to follow a

more liberal policy towards its priceless possession, by

granting to it such genuine reforms as representation in the

royal Cortes, local government according to more generous

plans, and the final abolition of slavery, it was too late. The

revolutionary fever had permeated all social classes upon the

island, and revolt against the yoke of the Spanish government

began to manifest itself in action. The North American policy

continued just the same as it had been for forty years, with

no precipitation, but also with no let -up and no hindrance.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the

French author quoted above, who so fiercely accuses the

governments of Washington in their treatment of Spain,

eventually, though unconsciously, justifies these same govern-

ments by stating that, identical facts had occurred in the

actions of nearly all the nations of the Old World : «Gertainly,

he exclaims, all the countries of the world have at various

times used the same disloyal and msincere methods in getting

a foot-hold in the internal disputes of neighbors, over whom
they wished to extend their supremacy, or from whom they

wished to steal a slice of territory; but no nation, in my
opinion, ever acted with such persistent hypocrisy as the

North Americans in Cuba.»

«When, for instance, he continues, France lent its

supports in the Netherlands to the Patriot Party, whilst

England helped the Stadtholders, these respective govern^-

ments granted subsidies to the combating partiea, and openly

boasted that it was their own officers who, as agents, had

organized the struggling groups. When our former monarchy

(France) endeavored to destroy in Germany the authority

and pre-eminence of the house of Austria, and for this purpose

gathered the secondary principalities into the famous leagues,

our authorities openly avowed advocacy of the cause, and

entered into the struggle as a political entity. When Spain

came to the assistance of France, the League, or rather the
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Fronde, was no less than the government itself, which took the

initiative and tr-eated with the malcontents.

« When Russia withdrew its forces from Poland in order to

bring to ruin its royal authority by means of incessant

anarchy, it was the government of St. Petersburg which

organized the various confederations whit^h were thus

established, subsidized them and oxercised protectorate over

them. All this was as disloyal as the conduct of the Americans

towards Spain, but at least it was frank and open h
And the learned writer then adds: «! well know that,

alongside of these exemples, there are others of governments

which permit their subjects to act, without however

acknowledging solidarity with them. I know that it was on

his own private initiative that Schomberg went to Portugal,

Beaufort went to Chypre, and the flower of French nobility

flew to the succour of Washington and the rebels who fought

to liberate New England the British yoke. B^t these individual

initiatives were not long in being followed by open action

on the part of their respective states. I know that Cecil

Rhodes and Jameson were not always supported by the Cabinet

of St. James; but military expeditions against the Transvaal

and Orange followed closely upon the attempts made by these

brave pioneers of British conquest. I know that Bulgaria is

spending its time at this moment in encouraging one day,

only to abandon on the next day, the struggl'ng insurrectio-

nists of Macedonia; but she has* for excuse her inhability to do

it any other way, because of the veto power of Russia and

Austria, even though she may be burning with impatience to

act open and above-board.

«If, nevertheless, examples of dissimulation and duplicity

analogous to those of the United States towards Spain are

numerous in history, it is my belief that at least in its

duration .the ^hypojcrlgy: of the American action in Cuba

undoubtedly holds the record.»
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A new insurrection broke out in 1896, which was des-

tined to crush once and forever Spanish dominion in the is-

land. Estrada Palma, who had been residing for some years

in New York, had been patiently preparing the reaction.

A so-called Cuban Delegation, generously favored by North

American capitalists and also in secret by the Federal Go-

vernment, as was believed, had succeeded in armiing a fleet of

filibustering vessels which had, as a result of several trips,

taken a great quantity of arms and ammunition to the

Cuban coast. Maceo in turn, at the head of his valiant ca-

valry, surprised the Spanish troops and completely routed

them, while Maximo domes, recently retiurned frtom ISan

Domingo, organized his legions in the eastern part of the

island.

In the face of such grave events the government of Ma-

drid sought in vain, by the presence in Havana of Martinez

Campos, to assuage the excitement of the insurrectionists,

who continued to grow in boldness, until finally general

Weyler was appointed commander-in-chief of the legal

troops

.

A cry of desperation rose at once in all parts of the

island against the atrocities attributed to this celebrated

guerrilla chieftan. The MitatigBLagainst, Spain becamei wide-

spread throughout the lliiited_ States; in the Senate recogni-

tion of the belligerents was at once proposed, and in justi-

fi'cation of such an extreme measure the atrocities commit-

ted by Weyler were narrated in the most vivid colors. The

motion was carried by 64 votes again^U 6. while at the same

time the Lower House passed a similar bill by 263 votes

against only sixteen I

Meantime Weyler defeated the troopxS lof Maceo, who

heroically perished in battle. But, unfortunately for Spain,

this victory exercized but little influence on her behalf.

Maximo Gomes was daily drilling his troops and better pre-

paring them for action, while at the same time the American
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Foreign Office offered its mediation between the rebels and

the home country, which act. how^ever, waa taken as an af-

front by the- Madrid Cabinet.

Canovas del Castillo, heir of the tiraditional ftii^-born

spirit of the Castillians, energetically repelled the proposal,

and all over Spain an intense excitement prevailed against

the United States. President Cleveland, elected by the de-

mocratic party, which still preserved its traditional ideals

from the time of Independence, hastened to assure his fel-

low-countrymen that, though he could not prevent their ex-

pressions of sympathy with the revolutionists, nor entirely

avoid the preparation and departure from. tSbje Aiheri'ican

€oast cities of expeditions of ^cour to the insurrectionists,

nevertheless he considered that he ought not to recognize

their belligerancy, which would not only be inopportune but

might bring on an ungracious war between the UniteJ

States and Spain.

Months later Cleveland was succeeded in the Presidency

by JIcKLoley, the trium,phai candidate of th»e Republican

party, amongst whose leaded were to be found the most

ar^orous partizans of the revolution in Cuba. Canovas was

soon after assassinated, and Marshal Blanco substituted Wey-
ler as Commander-in-chief at Havana. The Cabinet of Ma-

drid, presided over now by the chief of the Liberal Party,

organized an autonomous government for the island, at the

reiterated request of the Federal Governement at Washington.

These events, however did not succeed in changing the as-

pect of the= situation", for while McKinley, in his presidential

message of3ecember 7, 1897, maintained that it was inop-

portune to recognize the belligerancy of the Cubans, and de--

clared that in view of the reforms decreed by Spain in be-

nefit of the island, it w^as not the proper occasion as yet for

an intervention between the icolony and the mother country,

the motions in Congress in favor of Cuban Independence

were daiWy multiplyinig. About this time a letter of the
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Spanish Minister at Washington fell into the hands of the

insurrectionists and was by them widely divulged; in this

letter the Minister attacked in a gross and violent manner

the American Government* which at once demanded that,

besides dismissal from his post, which was immediately de-

creed by Madrid, the Minister should also be officially re-

proved for his conduct, which demand was in turn peremp-

torily refused by the Cabinet.

All^the same time the United States refused to recall

from Havana their Consul, general Lee, who was declared by

Spain to be an open advocate of the cause of the revolution-

ists. Suddenly there came the catastrophe of the_Maia4-

and in consequence the passions of all parties in both coun-

itries flamed irito un-contlrollable fury^ and neither the

Washington nor the Madrid governments could longer stay

the awful torrent towards war.

«Public opinion, writes Ribot, triumpbed in fact, and

before the technical inquiry regarding the cause of the ex-

plosion of the Maine, instituted by Madrid, could be closed,

suddenly without any new cause whatever!, the United Sta-

tes sent to Spain an ultimatum, which was in effect a decla-

ration of war, for it demanded that; Spain should aid in suc-

couring tbe reconcentradOs in accord with the efforts of the

United States, and should meantime proclaim an armistice,

during which the Wahington Governement, by intervention,

should regulate, on a basis of independence, the permanent

situation between Cuba and the metropolis. Such conditions

were impossible. Europe looked on amazed; it realized that

the United States by such acion would, morally speaking,

assume a protectorate over the whole of America; it felt

that the spectre of Monroe was hanging over its future, and

it tried, at least, to avoid a war that would become highly

significant. The powers, therefore, putting the Pope at their

hiead, united in requesting arbitration; the United States fei-

gned with courtesy acceptance of the good offices proffered.
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and the whole world began to breathe anew with ease when,

suddenly, without any further formality, McKinley delivered

his terrible message of ap-ril 12, 1898,, declaring war with

Spain !

«Hostilities were of short duration. The Spanish squa-

dron^ after having remained in the vast expanses of the ocean

with such great care as to be called the Phantom Fl^et, per-

mitted itself to be stupidly blockaded in Santiago de Cuba.

A few regiments of American infantry and cavalry sufficed

to defeat the Spanish troops on the island, and Santiago ca-

pitulated on July 17, 1898. Spain could no longer think of

-continuing in a struggle ridiculously unequal the prelimi-

naries of peace were signed in Paris on august 11, and on

december 20th the Treaty of Paris put a final stop to the

war. The j|paniardsc£ded. the- Philippines Islands to the United

States for twenty millions of dollars, and abandoned Porto

Rico and Cuba, with no promise on the part of the United

States to assume the debt of he latter.

«The truth is that, by the annexation of the Asiatic ar-

chipelago, as affirmed in the message of december 7th, a

new current of imperialism became manifest in the United

States, and by the ^possession of Cuba, North America adopted

the idea of Pan Americanism as its policy regarding the two

Americas.*





CHAPTER V

South American Monroeism

The ultimate result of the Spanish-American war, toge-

ther with the enormous ad)vantages obtained by the United

States through the treaty concluded with the government of

Madrid, naturally produ|ced a vivid) impression throughout

the American con-tinent, and especially among the republics

of Spanish origin.

The public press of England, and of France, also did

much toward the excitement of passions and ill will which

became evident in Latin-America on all sidies. Economists,

statesmen, and writers, of every sort, systematically empha-

sized! this giant step taken by the yankee mammoth in its

policy of absorption and enslavement of all of the other

weaker peoples of America. Among the many publications

which were circulated broadcast during that epoch, none

caused more sensation than a pamphlet, edited in London,

which enjoyed an extensive circulation among all of the na-

tions of the New-World.

This pamphlet_was_entitled' South American Monroeism,

and, notwithstanding the fact that it did riot bear its author's

name, its origin was not infrequently attributed to a nota-
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hie South American diplomat who served many years at the
various capitals of Europe. However, what made this pam-
phlet really interesting and worthy of meditation, was th«
fact that, unlike similar documents distributed', it was not
limited to the formulation of the simple accusation that the
United States was betraying the Monroe Doctrine by the ap-
plication of its imperialistic policy, but, in addition thereto,

while expanding the ancient and Utopian dreams of Bolivar,

it suggested a plan for thte salvation of the independence
and autonomy of the Latinpeopl^s of the continent, which
independence it considered Xo be in imminent danger.

Citing the prophetical words of Cecil Rhodes who said

that the Anglo-Saxons are under a sacred obligation to civi-

lize that part of the world which is not yet in a state of

civilization, in which connection he specifically mentioned

South America, th-e author of this curious pamphlet, dated

London 1903, "expressed himself as follows:

«Eighty years ago, Monroe proclaimed America for the

Americans. R-ecently, the presidents of the United States have

amplified this principle, considering the two Americas JoK
the f^oHh Jj)fiericans.T>

For this very reason, Cleveland by the application of

this doctrine greatly incommoded the British Government in

connection with the boundaries of the Guianas: Mc. Kinley,

using the same formula, forced the Spanish flag to abandon

the last stronghold of its vast Empire in the New-World.

All of the republics south of Panama are enslaved with debts

due to foreign creditors. The Americans installed themselves

in the Philippines. With the consent of the United States,

European war vessels blockiaded the ports and waters of

_y£diezitel£] they sauntred forth forcibly to collect private

debts, and, when not immediately satisfied in their demands,

they bombarded ports which were little more than unforti-

fied. While the whole world bore witness to such a situa«
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tion, fen South American republics, composed of forty miU
lion pecrple accti^fomedT'W'iTie'lCdndling of arms and posses-

sing the richest territory &n the face of the globe, were
mere spectators, simply observing the agony of their sister

republic irhilst they said: <^That is no affair of owr5»; and

a lover of justice (the author), who labored during thirty

years in those admirable regions and who perceives South

America as being geographically in position to constitute an

inexpugnable stronghold for Latin humanity, must say to

you: €That is very much your affairs. And for your en-

lightenment, Brazilians. Argentines, Chileans, Uruguayans,

Paraguayans, Bolivians, Peruvians, Colombians, Ecuadorians,

and Venezuelans, I offer you the following chapters, written

and published now nearly two years, before the Anglo-Teu-

to-Saxon Empire began to civilize Latin-American with its

Monroe Doctrines and formulae of Cecil Rhodes and the Dra-

conian laws; and I speak to you from the bottom of my heart.

»

The author of Sonth American Monroeism then proceeds

to unfold his vast policy and plans for^the defence of this

.southern portion. of the continent. He show^s tha^ in order to

embarrass the Anglo-Saxon imperialism, the ten South

American countries should unite in one Southern Empire

which would form a real confederation as strong os

inexpugnable. He laments the absence of a leader witti

sufficient prestige to accomplish such a union, but, he says,

while in South America we cannot find a Monroe, we find ten

fractions where unity is most surely needed.

In reality, there exist nearly forty million individuals —
Argentines, Bolivians, Brazilians, Chileans, Colombians,

Ecuadorians, Paraguayans, Peruvians, Uruguayans, and

Venezuelans — with kindred institutions, customs, races, and

languages, all entirely different from those tff the Anglo-

Saxons or North-Americans, forming peoples who, to-day,

are conspicuously represented in the family of world-powers.
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When these ten nations should gladly unite hands against the

common enemy, they are in reality quite separated, in debt to

a point of almost in&olvency, and weakened by the heavy

burden of armament; some of them with corrupt internal

administrations, while others are full of arrogance or imbued

with several sorts of vanity without foundation. The

distinguished writer then adds:

«We find ten secondary nations where only on© solid and

powerful Government should exist. History is again repeating

itself: South America is playing the part of ancient Greece,

the United States that of Macedonia. A lack of unity weakened

Greece; subdivision is the weak point of South America which

has been disabled by its foreign creditors who enslave it.

These ten nations are staggering under the burden of

excruciating taxes which, for more than a century, have

prevented them fr^m accumulating capital with which to insure

their independence; hence their weakness. They are in danger

and do not appear to realize the fact.»

A distinguished politician, one of Colombia's brightest

men, analysing the so-called A. B. C, Treaty (concluded

between Braizil, the Argentine Republic and Chile), in his

attempt to point out a lack of shrewdness on the part of the

Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs, accuses the latter of

having done nothing more than meet the desires of the United

States, Great Britain and France by increasing the

misunderstanding between the South American nations and

by reviving animosities, once extinct, between the weaker

peoples of South America and their powerful neighbors (the

oppressors of the continent) when, the distinguished Colombian

contends, the Brazilian Foreign Minister was laboring under

the mistaken impression that he was celebrating a defiensive

alliance with those countries against the United States. This

distinguished citizen of Colombia cited, in support c^f his
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statement, the following words written by the author of the

pamphlet South American MonrOeism:

«For more than forty years, I have daily read the public

press which reflects the high policies of the Great World-

Powers, and therefrom I collect, by careful and constant study,

accurate knowledge of the plans and pretensions of their gov-

ernments. Thus, I have come to the conclusion that — the

Great Powers being five or six in number as compared with

forty or fifty of the smaller nations — the weaker

peoples should be ever alert to the combined actions and

projects of the stronger. Whejiever the Great Powers approach

each other for the purpose of a mutual understanding, the

weaker nations are always the subject of such conferences.!

«To keep the weaker peoples antagonistic to each other,

support one to-day, promise to help another to-morrow, keep

them all, and always, in a dependent situation, and to foment

rivalry among them, is unfailingly a capital point of the

program and policy of the Great Powers ;^o keep them indebted

to the very verge of bankruptcy, to enslave them with

foreign debt, is the greatest aim of the powerful Governments

of the present day. The great nations induce the weaker ones

by indirect means to exhaust themselves by excessive

armament, and lead them to enter into treaties of reciprocity

wherein are deceitfully hidden the shackles which bind them

to submission^

The distinguished wTiter then enters upon the decisive

portion of his argimient with a view to demonstrating the ne-

cessity and the urgency of a great South American

Confederation .

«\Vhen Monroe, procjaming his 'famous doctrine lost m)

time in acquiring for his country the Spanish colonies of

Florida and in supporting the independlence of all of the

Spanish ViceKingdom in South America, it certainly, was not

his purpose that the Vice-Kingdom should be transform-
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ed into a great Republic of the United States of South

America founded on the lines of the North American Repub-
lic. Undoubtedly, his hope was for the formation of seven

or more republics of little importance, badlly constituted, and

<lestin«d to be split up from time to time as, in fact, has

been the case, struggling wilth internal strif-e and war».

«It was also during the time of Monroe that Brazil was
emancipated; it was he who r-ecognized the independence of

our Empire. The existence of a great Monarchy among the

seven republics es'tablished, would probably coincide with

the plans of the yankee president for the formation of sever-

al separate republics instead of one great nation and thus

prepare and excellent field for misunderstandings and sepa-

rations, as has been verified, Tor no oth-er part of the globe

has witnessed so many wars as have occurred in South Ame-
rica.»

«Tn reality, were it not for so many and fierce struggles

resulting from 'the separation of one from Vie other, th^

great South American R-epublic might readily have been con-

stituted and, at the present moment, would probably have

been more impoi^tant than the United Staffs. One hundred

arid twenty ye<ars ago, the United States was merely a small

colony with less than two million inhabitants, and to-day,

they possess more than seventy million souls of strong races

which place that country on a parity with the Great World-

Pt)wers.»

«In 1830, Colombia, which was then the greatest South

American country, except Brazil, and occupied the' richest

portion of the Andres, including the Isthmus of Panama, was

split up into three smaller republics forming Venezuela,

Ecuador, and the United States of Colombia; and this divi-

sion was immediately accepted with pleasure by the Yankee

Government which, once more, gained another victory in its

policy of subdividing in. order to dominciik.^
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fThese facts taken into consideration in connection with

the present Cuban situation and the acquisition of the Phi-

lippines, clearly demonstrates the interpretation Mc. Kinley

gave the Monroe Doctrine; and nobody in South Ama:'ica

should believe that presid-ent Roosevelt interprets it in any

other manner. The Doctrine will continue to be as- follows:

The two Amer icas for~the~lior^-Americans,

tTherefore, as becomes quite evident, the Imperial North

American Republic pretends to extend its dominion from pole

to pole and from ocean to ocean on the continent, the ten

other republics and the three Guianas will forcibly be

absorbed or 'they will be obliged to rectify the Monroe Doc-

trine, proclaming: North America for the North.Americaas

and South America for us.

«The present political situation and the imperialistic po-

licy of the United States are thus indicating the urgent ne-

cessity of a Southern Empire joining the ten existing repub-

lics in one Confederation in which each should amintain its

independence in so far as concerns its laws and institutions,

but in which all should constitute a single body to promote

their common interiesfts. The ten republics united would' in

no manner offend the ideals of Washington and' his glorious

companions, if they would only substitute the Monroe Doc-

trine for the following: South Amerka for the South Ameri-

cans, and our frontier shall be Panama.

Th-ese ideas did not fail to produce a certain number of

proselytes in many of the countries on our continent, even in

Brazil, where, fortunately, campaigns of hostility toward the

United States have not always met with favor in the public

opinion. An attempt was made to convert th-ese id'eas into

facts by the propaganda in favor of a South American Con-

gress on the lines idealized by Bolivar, but restricted to the

republics of Latin origin, upon the occasion when it appeared

to many that a North-American Mr. Archibald G. Coolidge of
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Harvard University, at Cambridge, Massachusetts, v^as the

first to recognize and proclaim in his book The United States

A World-Power, the danger the weaker republics of South

America were subject tp in view of the expansionist policy

of late adopted by the 'Government df his country. In speaking

of the lelatious- between tjhe United States and Latin-America^

the distinguished Yankee writer expressed' himself las follows

:

«The greatest obstacle to approximation i& the lack of

political confidence on the part of the Latin-Americans

towtard their neighbors of the no^rth, a lack of confidence

which Europe is ever ready to promote to the best of its

ability. This lack of confidence is not entirely without foun-

dation: not to mention the many irres-ponsibl'e people who
write to the effect that the destiny of the United States is

to dominate the Western World, and not for la single moment,

doubting the sincerity of the American people and the Gov-

ernement at Washington when they seek the friendship of

the Latin-American republics, there still remains some

ground for distruist. History proves to' ujS that when powerful

and weak States biBcome intimately associated, the indepen-

dence of the weaker always rung, some risk. During our time,

the United States is in a position analo^gous to that of Prussia

in relation to the other Zollverein nations; possesses a

greater population, .a more coVisiderable natural richness, and

better developed resources. In fact, it is not only stronger

than the American republics, one for the other, but even

stronger than all of ^theses republics together*.

«We must confess, on the other hand, that the history

of the progress, made by the United States i?; not entirely

.tranquillizing. For this reason, the Latin-Americans, are

always willing to court suspicion at the slightest action on

the part of the United! States and to frown at anything which,

diretetly or indirectly, might appear to be an affront. In-

cidents which in the United States have not tattrajcted atten-

tion but for a single moment, imprudent words to which not
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le^en the slightest importance has heen attached all together,

repeated and magified, may readily create in the Latiin

republics a resentment fatal to all good relations*.

«The American statesmen who have endeavored to pro-

mote better relations betwieen the countries of the New-
World, fully realize these diffic^Jltie? and know that the

Go\-^rnment at Washington should, above all, exert 'ever>'

effort to convince the sister republics that they have nothing

to fear from their powerful neighbor. This was* one of the

motives of Secretary oiD State Rctot's visit in 1906. In his

address at Rid de Janeiro, he declared with as much tact as

energy

:

4:We consider the independence and the rights of

the weaker member^, of the family of nations quite as

worthy of respect as those of the greatest Empire, and

we see in this respect the principal guarantee of the

vreak against the oppression of the strong. We do not

pretend to aspire to any right, to any privilege, to

any po^\ier, to which we do not equiaUy recognize the

right of any one of the South American republics*.

«0n the other hand, Latin-Americans of considerable

culture find much to admire and emulate in the history, the

institutions, and in the character of North-American^-; they

^dmit a debt of gratitude toward the United States, which,

in times gome by, protected their countries, and whose

Government does not maintain for them other than the most

excellent intentions. They begin to feel themselves capable

df defending themselves against Europe and they do not fear

European attacks as much as the supremacy of North

America. In connection with their dignity, they are very

sus'ceptible, an4 as nations, they desire to be treated on a

footing of equality wit^h the others. The most notable result

of the recent Hague Conference is probably the new situation
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occupied by the South American Republics. They were not

the obedient followers of the United States: they assuraed

an independent lattitulde which, upon certain occasions, placed

them in complete opposition to the Anglo-Saxon republic and

probably in detrim^ent of the Pan-American cau&e».

Mr. Goolidge then goes on to demonstrate how the mo-pt

Oixalted of the politicians' of the Latin republics began to set

the Pan-Iberianism lagainst the Pan-Americanism (M. the

United States, going so far, in 1904, as to promote a congress

in Madrid to deal with this grave problem. He con&ider?. as

entirely just the enthuisiasm which such an idea -created in

certain countries- such as Mexico and Chile. He recall?^ the

good impression caused by the attitude assumed by the

Government of the White House in connection with the

conflict between Guatemala and Venezuela which was rapidly

liquidated by the annexation of Porto Rico, the successive

interventions in Cuba to guarantee public liberty, and the

treaty concluded in San Domingok which assumed manifestly

the commencement of a protectorate.

The distinguished and illustrious writer confesses that

later, as an epilogue, there appeared the question of the Pa-

nama Canal which incr-eased the distrust rampant on the reSt

—

of the continent against the United States. And this distrust

increased even mor^ ivheii. the United States refuse^T6~acCBpt—

thfi^Dragp poctrine recently adopted by the other republics

of the New-World, a doctrine according to which the interna-

tional code should prohibit all States from the collection of

debts by force.

The eminent professor and writer then passes on to

consider the relations between the Anglo-Saxon republic and

those of Latin-America, taking into consideration the

perspective of a future more or less remote. In his opinion,

Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile, in view of their

distance from American ports, and their geographical

situation, have nothing to fear from the United States, and
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especially if they know how to conduct their administrations

with prudence, honesty, and wisdom. Paraguay and Bolivia,

without sea-coasts, will, in all probability, never have intimate

relations with the United States and its policy. The same

will not be the case, exclaims Coolidge, .vith the more

northerly republics of South America, Central America and

the islands of Haiti and San Domingo^ All of these countries,

more or less extensive in area and sparsely populated,

constantly threaten to create the most grave difficulties for

North American interests. North-Americans entered into

much more_ intimate contact with these countries after they

established themselves in the waters of the Caribbean Sea,

and this proximity will become more disagi'eeable once the

Panama Canal is in definite operation,. In_ngij£„_at-4hese

countries, isi-^tha Government--sufficient!y: stable ^o„,iaiai:aptee

order and legality. With respect to some of them, it might

well be said, at the present moment, that they will live in

continual financial conflicts with the European countries

whose citizens have extensive capital employed in their

territories. Because of this fact, the United States may be

called at every moment to exercise over them a policy which,

without doubt, will not be agreeable to their people.

From this point of view, Mr. Coolidge frankly analyses

the special situation of his country toward Mexico. It is a

region in which white men are in the minority and which

has attracted but few foreigners. The Yankee colony there

numbers less than fifteen thousand persons; almost equal to

the Spanish colony. Nevertheless, more than one

half of the importation comes from the United States which

receives almost three-quarters of Mexico's exportation, while

the amount of American capital invested is very great and

increases from day to day. Mr. Coolidge says, textually:

^This pacific penetration constitutes a possible danger to the

very independence of the Mexican Republic.!
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He concludes:

«A well consolidated government becomes, for Mexico^

as well as for every Latin-American republic, absolutely

indispen>jable unless th-ey wisb to find themselves in grave

difficulties. The more they become conscious of their

responsibilities, the greater the respect they will receive from

the world, and they will thus guard against intrusion from

abroad. Aside from this, they have at their disposal a means

of defence which nobody can deny them: they can associate

themselves in more considerable groups. Consolidated in this

manner, they could deal with the United States as equal to

equal with much better success than they can to-day, and,

far from condemning such a form of association, public

opinion in the United States would consider it perfectly

reasonable because we do not propose to set one American

country against another nor to intimidate any of them by a

show of our accumulated force. We are too conscious of the

superiority of the United States to stoop to such ideas. If, for

example, Bolivia, Uruguay, and Paraguay were to unite with

Argentine Republic; if the former United States of Colombia

were to be reestablished including, as formerly, Venezuela and

Ecuador, and probably even Peru; if the Republics of Central

America could succeed in forming a lasting federation, and

if Mexico might, perhaps, be added, Latin-America would be

composed of only a few great States, each one of which

would be sufficiently important to claim the right to a

splendid place in the modern world and v/ould not fear

aggression from any foreign nation. The proof that Latin-

Americans are backward in a political sense — and this is

but an unfortunate hereditary trait of Spanish temperament

— lies in the fact that with so many common points, the

same language, the same colonization, the same essential
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interests, they persist in maintaining political subdivisions

which are due to mere accidents in their history.*

It would be impossible to produce a more sincere

paneg>Tic of the ideas set forth, years ago, by the illustrious

champion of south americl\n monrgeism.

i





CHAPTER VI

Brazil and the United States

If, in >reality. the political situation of the United States,

in view of the concert of the Great \Vc)rld-Powers. is such as

we have emphatically demonstrated it to be; if, on a par with

its pressing nefcessities of an international nature, it is its

very instinct of conservation which has frequently impelled

its Governments to maintain toward Mexico a conduct which

more than once has provoked serious irritations and protests

on our continent and abroad, this d-t»es not signify that we

should invariably fonri alongside the United States as a decided

and dedicated body-guard as a consequence of the constant

friendship and moral alliance which, during nearly a century,

has linked us throughout the evolution of the New-World,

when we, directly or indirectly, do not consider our destiny

or the dearest and real American interests to be at stake.

What we cannot and should not do, however, is to plac3

Ourselves in a hostile position toward that friendly Republic,

without due and reflected examination of the circumstances.

ov enlist ourselves in the ranks of those whO systematically

opp(5se the United States with every sort ^f weapon and by all

available means.
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The Only demonstration which would be patriotically

admissible on our part, would be to give expression to our deep

regret, or surprise, upon every occasion in which it appears

to us that its statesmen follow an errone^dus path, formulating,

upon such occasions, ,our votes for a change df policy and di-

rectidn, as, at the present moment, we regret to say, is hap-

pening in the case of Presidfiat-Wilson, whd, in the presence

of the European conflict, unfortunately does not appear ta com-

prehend the historical moment which the universe is witness-

ing and whd is playing a part which, without doubt, will not

place him on a parity with the great statesmen who, from

Washmgton to Cleveland, with few exceptions, so competently

distinguished and strengthened their Nation, which may be

likely to suffer to-mi5rrow such bitter privatidns as never once

it has experienced, for a single moment, in connection with

its glorious existence as a free, indeipendent and powerful

people.

As a matter of reciprocal security and common political

necessities, Brazil and the United States cannot fail ever to pro-

ceed united dn the continent, as, likewise, the true course we

should follow in view of European policy is ever increasing-

ly to foster approximation toward Germany, which, aside

from being our best friend and most cultured of the Euro-

pean countries, is the one which best serves our economic and

social interests.

With respect to the United' States, when, in 1913, I had

the hondr to greet Mr. Theodore Roosevelt dliring his sojourn

in this city, I said:

4:However it may be, on-^ Uiing is certain, and that

is: AsJBrjiziLandJJ[ie_JJiutfid Hfates are the only natidns

of the continent which have not the same ethnic origin

and whose people do not speak a common language, it

behooves them increasingly to cherish this natural

and spontaneous alliance which for nearly a century has

been morally biding them together as sister-nations, the
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two greatest Powers of the New-W(?rld. and" consequent-

ly the chief heralds, which they must nevea- cease to

be, of peace, order, and political liberties of America.*

Pre?ident Rodrigues Alve?, in one of his first messages

u-pon the occasions of the opening of the National Congress,

wrote as follows:

«I observe with great satisfaction that the relations

of cordial friendship between Brazil and the United

States tend to become stronger. In promoting This

result, I have (Jone nothing more than to follow the

policy laid down since 1822 by the folmders of our

independence, invariably observed by every one of the

Brazilian Governments*

.

Rio Branco, in a memorable monograph, published by the

«R'e^•ista Americana* immediately after his death, ^t forth

n historical resume of all the acts and dbcuments which gra-

dually solidified this poljcy:. of approximation to such an

extent as to transform it, without the necessity of a treaty,

into a perfect alliance for the defence of the highest and most

sacred destiny of the two Americas.

Our immortal patriot demonstrated that, even prior to

the Independenci? and the establishment of the Empire, acting

under the counsel of Jos^ Bonifacid, who prepared the pro-

clamation of August 6, 1822, in which he alluded to the

necesjity which behooved Brazil and the other nations- to

maintain diplomatic repres-entatives who should mutually

represent them. Dom Pedro I accredited a plenipotentiary near

the Government at Washington. Rio Branco thus called

attention to the fact that the United States was the first

country to recognize the Empire, in contradiction of the

erroneoiiis statement made by Eduardo Prado in his «Uniao

Americana*.

Rio Branco likewise referred to the fact that, two months-

after the publication oi the 4:yankee» President's message tff
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December y 1823, formulating tWe so-called Monroe DDctrine,

Brazil announced its approval thereof, preceding the other

coufntrics of the continent in this ccMnection.

Instructions given by Carvalho de Mello, then Minister

for Foreign Affairs to the Brazilian Charge d'Affaires at

Washington, provided that he should sound the dis-positiioin

of the Department of State in connection with the possibility

of an ^offensive and defensive alliance with the Empire a? a

part of thie American continent». Three years latter, the Mar-

quis de Aracaty, tihen in charge of BraziPfi foreign relations,

continued to recommend that the Brazilian plienipdtentiary to

the great Republic ^should «endeavor to prove to that Nation

that His Majesty the Emperor, in his high and wise policy,

well knew the value o>f that Nation and realized' that it womld

be of common interest to both countries if their Governments

would make a special feature of improving their political

relation?' by each lending a helping hand to the other».

A'f, that time, Rio Branco was quoUing the words of Pe-

reira Pinto, when, in 1865, he affirmed that: «the rielation?

of firm alliance thus consolidated with the United States have

continued in a state of perfect cordiality, unalterieid by slight

incidents or confliictg. at dilfferent times». He enumerated all

o'f the international incidents which have occurred and which

were always settled brilliantly for our countr>^; the American

Government alway? severely punishing its agents who, among
iiigs failed to iconduct themselves with proper esteem, dignity

and coulptesy, extending to us, always, the most cohiplete

explanations. He dragged forth from oblivion excerpts from

a work in which that eminent internationalist, commending

the desire of the United States to accomplish a more intimate

allianc'ei with Brazil, stated that: «if sfuch had been iaocom-

plished', the unqualifiable interference of Spain and France

in the affairs of Mexico and Peru, as well as the insults- which

the powerful nations of Europe thrust upon the weak peoples

of the New-World, would, perhaps, have been avoided*.
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He cited, as a complement, the memorable words of Ta-

vare£- Bastos when he affirmed: «if wa aim to equal Europe,

we should begin by fostering approximation toward the

United States*, because he was- convinced that, e^en from a

political viewpoint* relations with tiie great Republic were

those most beneficial to Brazil. Finally, after having d)e-

monstrated that Pedro II and the greatest statesmen of the

second reign were always -ardent adepts of these same ideas,

he concluded enumerating the solid proofs of friendship and

esteem always given Brazilians: causing thie French to eva-

cuate aVmapa in 1836 and a-vxjiding its conquest, quite recent-

ly, in 1895, by an expedition organized by Messrs. Hanno-

teaux and Lebon as Minister for Foreign AMairs and Colonial

Minister; arranging tJiat our coluntry" furnish an arbiter in

1872 for the Tribunal of Greneva which resolved the serious

question of the Alabama; conferring upon the Brazilian

plenipotentiary the Chairmainship of the Franco-American

Arbitral Tribunal in 1880; by not permitting, during the

War of the Secession, the suggestion of any mediator who be

not one of our representatives; in conclusion, by not per-

mitting that Brazilian sovreignty be in the slightest manner

offended during the crisis of the Acre question, and by not

paying the slightest attention to intrigue which, around the

White House, more than .once, has endeavored to chill the

secular friendship which, without interruption, has joined

the two greatest republics of the continent ever since 1822

up to the present day.

Rio Branco, himself, above all others comprehended the

development of this friendship on the most solid founda-

tions, through the incomparable spirit of Joaquim Nabuco,

who, incontestably, consolidated it by a series of diplomatic

achievements which, to a greater measure than our national

gratitude, commend him to the eternal recognition .of all of

the South American peoples who always found in him an
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apostle, an invincible defensor, of their liberties during the

most grave and brilliant international controversies

During the Empire and the Republic, Brazil's tioble,

lofty, and sound policy loVar'd the United States has been

incessant, while we never ceased most highly esteem the

good friendship of and to promote amicable relations with

all of the other countries of the continent. This policy has

never once been deviated from during all of the phases of

our national evolution. On the verge of the tomb, our grea-

test diplomat found himself immortalized in History as a

consequence of having assured the confraternity of the

American peoples by the exercise of energy, foresight, and

courage

.

,

Therefore, to derogate this traditional policy, at the

present moment, when it is the only stronghold which

remains intact in the midst of the anarchy which chastize-^

the country, or to plan a new policy, based upon mere vanity

or doctrinary enthusiasm, renouncing a past full of glory,

would mean mortally to' wound our Brazilian nationally

because this great w.ork. triumphally terminated by the

second Rio Branco who bad the good fortune thus to conso-

lidate it, does not represent merely the action of a genius

but the result of the efforts of two generations of illus-

trious statesmen, who, during long periods of the Empire

wisely, fostering continental peace and the cohesion of the

Nation, prepared a brilliant future of ever-increasing pros-

perity for the Republic.
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